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II Narrative 

Section A - Mission Statement and Program Description 

History  

The program is firmly established as an interdisciplinary major and minor and offers a separate 
minor in Corporate Communication. Communication majors and minors elect an area of 
emphasis (many students do more than one), but all must take several courses that are 
required regardless of area of emphasis. Students must have a 2.5 or higher overall grade point 
average and are required to submit an application to be signed into the major. This application 
asks students to think about the reasons they have for an interest in communication and to 
match those interests with the way in which our program is structured. For example, if a 
student does not like working in groups, Communication is not a good fit as a major. Students 
also submit a resume; a brief description of why they want to major in communication, 
including the area of emphasis that interests them most; a list of current skills they have, those 
they hope to develop, and how they will do this. Since our last program review, the total 
numbers of majors and minors attest to the program's continuing appeal to UWGB students 
(both prospective and enrolled). The number of formally declared majors has ranged from 164 
to 195 (2007-2011), while the number of minors has ranged from 41to 67 (including Corporate 
Communication). 
 
Most Communication majors (about two-thirds of all majors) select either Public Relations or 
Electronic Media as their area of emphasis. Most of the remaining one-third opt for either 
Organizational Communication or Print Journalism.  While faculty have been nearly equally 
distributed over the various areas of emphasis according to preparation, expertise, and 
interest, students have clearly favored either Public Relations or Electronic Media. This 
imbalance has routinely posed challenges for staffing the courses in the most popular 
emphases and has been the continuing source of enrollment pressure on these courses that 
students need for timely completion of their major. 

 

Mission  

The mission of Communication is to provide students with a program of study that allows them 
to meet the program's learning outcomes. The program resonates with the University's core 
mission and guiding principles with its emphasis on problem solving (in particular, solving 
communication problems or problems with a substantial internal or external communications 
component); developing communication skills (in particular, oral, written, and visual skills at 
basic and advanced levels); multiple perspectives (from the various disciplines that have 
informed and continue to inform communication and in which the various faculty are trained 
and have expertise); applied learning (in its emphasis on internships, independent studies, and 
case studies); and engagement (in its emphasis in many courses on collaborative learning 
through group projects). 
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Program Description   

As mentioned earlier, the Communication program includes six areas of emphasis, one or more 
of which must be selected by all majors: Public Relations, Electronic Media;=, Organizational 
Communication, Print Journalism, and Photography. The emphasis in Linguistics/English as a 
Second Language (ESL) has been eliminated within Communication and has now shifted to 
Humanistic Studies. Each area of emphasis requires supporting coursework, some of which is 
common to all areas of emphasis (oral, written, and visual competencies) and upper-division 
coursework, some of which is common to all areas of emphasis. A choice of either COMM 480 
(Cases in Communications and Media Management) or COMM 445 (Human Communication 
Theory) serves as an appropriate required interdisciplinary capstone experience.  
 
The program also offers a general minor that does not include areas of emphasis and a minor in 
Corporate Communication, a disciplinary minor offering a more specific focus. The Corporate 
Communication minor has been a popular choice of Business Administration majors, an 
interdisciplinary major which also requires a minor. 
 

Section B - Program Changes Since Last Review 

• Established a research methods course 

• Established new courses in conflict resolution 

• Hired tenure-tracked professor (Adolfo Garcia) and lecturer (Danielle Bina) 

• Converted many classes to an online or hybrid format for Adult Degree (e.g., 

Interviewing, Information Technology, Elements of Electronic Media) 

• Professor Meyer announced his retirement 

• Demand has drastically increased for Adult Degree courses 
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Section C - Student Outcome Assessment 

We view assessment as a tool to continually improve our program. We glean our insights about 

the program based on a number of different tools. We analyze and synthesize the findings from 

these tools in order to target specific improvements (or realignment) to our curriculum, faculty, 

and advising. After we implement the changes, we use the assessment tools to evaluate the 

impact (see model below). For example, two issues that surfaced in the analytic review phase 

since the last program review were problems with research skills of students and the large class 

size in our upper division classes.   

 

 

 

Since our last review, we have been using several different types of assessment. We developed 

and continue to use an internship supervisor evaluation form. Each student who enrolls in 

COMM 497, Internship, must file the supervisor's evaluation form prior to the end of the 

Program Improvement, Realignment and Strategic Planning 

Curriculum Faculty  Advising 

Analytical Review of Data from All Assessment Tools 

Quantitative Data Qualitative Data 

Assessment Tools 

Internship Supervisor 
Evaluation 

Graduating Senior 
Survey (UWGB) 

Job Placement Alumni survey (UWGB)  
COMM Program 

Graduating Senior 
Survey 

Communication Program 

Curriculum Faculty Advising 
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semester to receive credit in the course. This form taps into the key learning outcomes 

identified above, many of which are applicable to the particular internship in question (ones 

that do not apply in a given case are indicated by the supervisor in the "unknown" box).This 

instrument is particularly appropriate in assessing the success of the major because more than 

90% of all Communication majors do one or more internships. Internships are an integral part 

of the major in Communication. How to effectively manage the enormous burden posed by 

supervising the internships, checking out and developing prospective internship opportunities, 

and maintaining existing internship opportunities remain huge challenges for our program. 

The second measure is our department-administered graduating majors' evaluations of the 

Communication program. This survey is based on our learning outcome areas  and several other 

measures (see Appendix 1). This survey has been implemented since 2004 and provides us with 

an important tool to assess  the program's effectiveness. 

The third measure is the survey results from the Career Planning and Placement Service on the 

placement record and satisfaction of our graduates upon entry into the workplace or in 

graduate or professional schools, continuing their education beyond their undergraduate 

degree. We also consider feedback on the quality of our advising. Finally, were view 

institutionally collected data that compares our Communication graduates' evaluations of their 

experiences at UWGB to university-wide norms. 

Assessment: Results 

Internship Supervisor Evaluation Forms 

Since the number of internships varies tremendously among individual faculty, some faculty 

members receive a large number of supervisor evaluation forms, while others receive few, if 

any. Professor Meyer directed many more internships than the other Communication faculty. 

His analysis indicates that all internship supervisors from many different types of organizations 

over the years since the last program review are very satisfied with our interns, notably in the 

areas where the skills are directly aligned with the internship's responsibilities. In most cases, 

supervisors did not evaluate interns on the portfolio item or the synthesis item (mostly due to 

not completely understanding the concept). In some cases, however, the synthesis item proved 

particularly useful, especially those where interns were directly involved in putting together a 

publication (e.g., Voyageur magazine or an annual report). 

One of the best indicators of satisfaction with the quality of work done by our interns is the 

continuing demand, not just generally, but from the same companies and organizations year-in 

and year-out. For example, all of the TV stations in the Green Bay market have come to rely on 

and to make excellent use of our Communication interns. Further testimony to their 

satisfaction is the fact that many of our interns were hired for part-time positions (or full-time 

in summer) prior to graduation and many were offered and/or accepted full-time employment 
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after graduation. Of those hired full time, many have advanced in their careers while staying in 

the local market or by moving to larger markets to positions with more responsibility. Major 

employers in the region have followed a similar pattern and include Kimberly-Clark, Schneider, 

Wisconsin Public Service, Schreiber, and others. Another example includes most of the major 

non-profit organizations that regularly provide our interns with invaluable experience and 

opportunities. Organizations like March of Dimes, Arthritis Foundation, Cerebral Palsy, On-

Broadway, the Salvation Army, and others regularly welcome our interns and count on them to 

assist with their various promotional and public relations activities – activities that are crucial to 

their continuing success but ones that are typically woefully under-funded. Our interns have 

provided valuable input and have gotten to take advantage of wonderful opportunities. 

Demand for our interns remains very high, new organizations or companies come forward 

nearly every month. Existing internships continue or additional internship slots are provided to 

bring more students on board. 

Graduating Seniors' Assessments of Their Major (Communication Program Administered 

Assessment) 

This survey provides a useful complement to our other assessment methods (see Appendix 1). 

The survey consisted of 25 items, most of which were in the form of a 5-point rating scale, 

which ranged from "strongly agree" through "neutral" to "strongly disagree." 

The Executive Summary of the Survey of Communication Graduates (20011-2012) is attached in 
Appendix 1. Major conclusions indicated a high level of satisfaction with most key aspects of 
the Communication program. Students believed that the best qualities of program included 
professors, case studies, group projects, and the relevancy of course work. (see Figure 2 and 
Appendix 1). 
 
The major areas of improvement involved a) screening certain students out the program, b) 
improving the curriculum in specific ways, and c) shifting the style or roles of certain 
instructors. Resource constraints for the program and the University as a whole hinder or 
prevent real progress on the last two areas of concern.  
 
Additional Measures of Program Success 

The chair of Communication asked Debbie Furlong to look for statistically significant differences 

between the Communication program and others on campus based on the Graduating Senior 

Survey and Alumni survey.  Her summary comments are below: 

1. Senior Responses to “Grade” your Major, by Major Areas. 

Communication students give the program an overall grade of 3.49, which places it second highest 

of the 16 groups of programs ranked.  The program ranks in the top quarter of programs on all 

dimensions included in the table except for the dimension dealing with course availability items, on 

which it ranks 7th (still above in the top half or programs, with an average almost equal the average 
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across all students).  The average grade for Communications is statistically higher than the average 

grade for all programs for dimensions dealing with internships, quality of instruction and advising. 

 

2. Senior Responses Evaluation of the Mission, by Major Areas. 

Communication students give significantly higher scores than other students on the questions about 

thinking creatively and innovatively, receiving a strong, interdisciplinary, problem-focused education 

and having opportunities to apply their learning to real situations.  Communication students give 

significantly lower scores on the question about becoming involved in community affairs.  I just 

reviewed the mission statement for the Communication Department and see no references to 

community engagement.  Perhaps it is “ok” for the Department to lag behind the campus average 

for this item as it does not appear to relate to the program’s core learning goals. 

 

3. Senior Responses to Selected Skill Preparation, by Major Areas. 

Communication students lead the university in their assessments for problem solving, writing and 

speaking, and have above-average ratings for the remaining items included on the table. The 

positive gap between the Communication program and other programs on the speaking item stands 

out in particular, although the positive gap for writing is almost as large.   

 

4. Senior Responses regarding Participation in High Impact Practices, by Major Areas. 

Communication students have significantly high participation in Internships, pre-graduation 

employment in their field and working with faculty members compared to other major areas.  The 

Communication program may want to discuss whether the slightly below-average participation in 

Study Abroad is consistent with the program’s learning goals. 

 

5. Alumni Evaluation of the Major, by Major Areas. 

Communication alumni give the program an overall grade of 3.64, which places it fourth highest of 

the 16 groups of programs ranked and significantly over the average of 3.50 across all respondents.  

The program ranks in the top quarter of programs on all dimensions included in the table except 

“Knowledge and Expertise of Faculty” and “Importance of Major Courses to Goals”, and has higher 

than average scores on those two. 

6. Alumni Evaluation of the Mission, by Major Areas. 

Communication alumni give significantly higher scores than other students on the questions about 

thinking creatively and innovatively and having opportunities to apply their learning to real 

situations, and rank above average on items related to community engagement and 

interdisciplinarity.  Communication alumni gave a slightly lower than average score to a question 

about the value of general education.   

7. Alumni Evaluation of Selected Skill Preparation, by Major Areas 

Communication alumni rate their preparation for speaking significantly higher than students in 

other programs, and post higher-than average ratings for writing and leadership development.  
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Although the Communication program has below-average ratings in the other areas, none of the 

deficits are statistically significant.   

8. Alumni Reported Employment Outcomes, by Major Areas 

Although more likely to be employed full time, Communication alumni report significantly lower 

levels of job satisfaction than alumni in most other program areas and are significantly less likely to 

be working in a job that requires a bachelor’s degree and is related to their major.  Job satisfaction 

correlates significantly with having a job related to one’s major for both Communications alumni 

(Pearson’s r = .51) and for other alumni (Pearson’s r = .39). 

9. NSSE results from UWGB Seniors 2011. 

Results from 20 seniors in the Communication program who completed the NSSE in 2011 produced 

a significantly higher average on the Active and Collaborative benchmark compared to seniors in 

other programs.  On two other benchmarks the Communications seniors’ average is slightly above 

average and on one it closely mirrors the campus average.   
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Section D - Program Accomplishments and Student Success 

Our program in Communication has a long history of excellent placement following graduation 

and of successful career development. While alumni surveys are useful for obtaining feedback 

on entry-level positions for our graduates, the institution itself has not had the resources to 

systematically pursue the career progress of its graduates. The current full-time faculty 

members in Communication have all been at UW-Green Bay for many years; four of the five 

faculty members have more than 25 years of service. This longevity has enabled these faculty 

members to maintain contact with some of our graduates over the years. E-mail has no doubt 

facilitated such contact. Requests for references for promotions or new positions or for 

graduate or professional school admission have also provided opportunities for faculty to be 

updated on our graduates' career and life progress. The following representative examples 

speak to graduates' success beyond entry-level positions: 

 A significant number of our graduates work in important positions at UWGB including in the 

Athletic, Advancement, and Advising programs. 

 One recent graduate completed a Masters degree in Change Management and now works as a 

consultant with Accenture. 

 One graduate from the early 1980s worked in the television industry in Green Bay and started his 

own media production company. This company has grown steadily over the years and has produced 

programs, videos, and commercials that have won numerous awards. This individual also taught our 

TV Production Techniques course for six years and has continued to serve as a liaison for student 

internships. 

 Another graduate from the 1980s took an entrepreneurial turn and started a successful chain of 

businesses in Green Bay and Appleton. The chain was recently sold, but the graduate continues to 

actively manage the stores. 

 One graduate from 1990 has advanced in her career to become the Vice President of Human 

Resources for a multi-national company based in Appleton. 

 One graduate from the mid-1990s worked as a TV news producer for a Green Bay TV station, moved 

to a similar position in Minnesota, and returned to Green Bay as the Executive Producer for a Green 

Bay TV station. This individual has also added expertise to our curriculum through teaching as an ad 

hoc instructor. 

 One graduate from the class of 2000 worked as a Marketing Associate for Shopko's corporate offices 

here in Green Bay. In 2004 he accepted a marketing management position with Kohl's corporate 

headquarters in Menomonie Falls. 

 One graduate from 2004 went from an entry-level position in marketing and promotions to a 

management position in marketing communication with Nemschoff, Inc. in Sheboygan. 

 One recent graduate completed a Master’s degree in Communication and now heads up the training 

division of company with over 1,000 employees. 

 One recent graduate now works as a videographer for ESPN 

 Several recent graduates work in various media, PR, and communication positions around UWGB. 

 Several recent graduates work at local television stations and newspapers. 
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 One recent graduate is in the process of completing a Ph.D. and will be applying for one of our new 

positions. 

Section E - Program Enrollment Trends and Analysis 

Communication continues to be one of the more popular majors on campus. Enrollments have 

remained steady over the past 12 years with well more than 200 majors and minors.  One 

hidden factor is the heavy and growing demand for Communication courses in the Adult Degree 

program. Most of these courses are taught either as faculty overload or by ad hoc instructors. 

Clearly the growing student demand is a positive, but the program’s capacity to properly 

manage the demand is worrisome. In short, the supply of highly qualified faculty has not kept 

pace with the student demand. 
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Section F - Conclusions and Vision for Future Development 

 

Despite severe resource constraints, the students in the program appear to be achieving our 

learning outcomes.  Our students report a high degree of satisfaction with a case-based and 

problem-solving approach used by most faculty members. Moreover, students value the 

collaboration opportunities and the rich feedback environment provided by most faculty 

members. Debbie Furlong’s analysis suggests the program is in the top tier on most measures 

used at UWGB. 

Several specific concerns emerged from the program review: 

 Effectively managing the high demand for our courses from Adult Degree 

 Recruiting and retaining high-quality faculty members given our salary and load 

constraints 

 Managing uneven workloads within the faculty  

 Effectively managing student demand for high-enrollment classes (many classes are only 

offered once per year) 

 Effectively managing the internship program and advising after Professor Meyer’s 

retirement 

 Re-calibrating new graduate expectations about the job market and career pathing 

(addressing the “under-employed” issue) 

 Keeping the curriculum current (e.g., Social Media) 

While the road ahead is quite challenging, the department will seek to manage the issues above 

with our own “Top 10 List”: 

1. Hire two new faculty members 

2. Re-visit the curriculum requirements (in particular the prerequisites) 

3. Make better use of data generated from a) new student applications, and b) internship 

supervisor evaluations 

4. Create more specific procedures and tracking for the internship program 

5. Develop a new course on “Social Media Strategies” 

6. Initiate discussions with Adult Degree leaders about future needs  

7. Re-examine the role of our ad hoc faculty 

8. Better educate employers about the potential of our graduates 

9. Decrease the number of academic plan “work arounds” or course substitutions 

10. Offer more sections of high-demand courses 
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III Required Attachments 

1. Tables supplied by Office of Institutional Research and Assessment 

http://www.uwgb.edu/oira/reports/ProgramReviewFiles/COMM.htm 
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2. Current Catalog description 

 

http://catalog.uwgb.edu/undergrad/communication 

 

http://catalog.uwgb.edu/undergrad/communication
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3. AAC and Dean’s conclusions and recommendations from last program review 
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4. Program’s Assessment Plan 

Student learning outcomes 

Outcome Assessment Method 
(See Key below) 

Demonstrate appropriate oral communication skills. 
 

 A, B, C, D, E 

Demonstrate appropriate visual communication skills. 
 

A, B, C, D, E 

Demonstrated appropriate written communication skills. 
 

A, B, C, D, E 

Effectively manage, evaluate, organize, and present 
information. 
 

A, B, C, D, E 

Demonstrated appropriate research skills.  
 

B, C, D, E 

Act in an ethical and legal manner. 
 

A, B, C, D, E 

Demonstrate an ability to develop and execute appropriate 
communication strategies. 
 

B, C, D, E 

Work collaboratively with others. 
 

A, B, C, D, E 

Demonstrate the ability to effectively synthesize different types 
of communications, e.g. images, text, etc., in order to achieve 
professional objectives.  
 

A, B, C, D, E 

 

Methods used to evaluate achievement of outcomes 

a. Job Placement 

b. Internship Supervisor Evaluation survey 

c. Graduating Senior Survey (Communication Department sponsored) 

d. Graduating Senior Survey (UWGB sponsored) 

e. Alumni Survey 

Those responsible for coordinating data collection 

 Instructors of capstone course responsible for capstone course questionnaire 

 Internship supervisors responsible for internship feedback 

 OIRA responsible for graduating senior and alumni surveys  
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Appendix 1 

Survey of Communication Graduates 2011 – 2012 
Phillip G. Clampitt 

August 2012 

 

Purpose: The objective of this study was to describe graduating communication students’ reactions to 

the Communication program.  

Method: During the Fall 2011 semester, Communication professors distributed a survey (see Appendix 

A) in their classes to graduating majors/minors. The survey used traditional rating scales as well as three 

open-ended questions. We received 65 useable responses that included 37 majors and 9 minors (19 left 

the item blank). The data were analyzed using basic statistical software and content analysis methods. 

We also created word clouds for the open-ended questions.  

Results: Most students were very positive about their experience, 

although they had some important suggestions.  

Table 1 contains the results of the questions about learning 

outcomes, while Table 2 presents student opinions about the 

program. Appendix B reports all of the comments from the open-

ended questions. Figures 1, 2, and 3 summarize the results of the 

open-ended questions in the form of word clouds. Highlighted 

below some of the major findings:  

1. The overwhelming majority of graduating students 
believed they are effective team members, problem 
solvers, and oral communicators (see Table 1).  

 

2. More than 95% of graduating students are proud of their 
degree in communication, and more than 91% believe they are “well prepared for their careers” 
(see Table 1). 

 

3. Graduating students ranked items about becoming “an effective researcher” and preparing 
“professional portfolios” lowest. However, the means for these questions were well above the 
conceptual mid-point (see Table 1). 

 

4. The majority of students felt they received constructive feedback (98.5%) and that their 
professors were committed to their success (97%). These numbers are significantly higher than 
in past surveys.  

 

Word Clouds use algorithms to 

compute the frequently occurring 

words in bunch of text. The more 

frequent the word appears, the 

larger the text is displayed.  This is 

NOT a fool-proof way to analyze 

qualitative data for various 

reasons.  However, it does 

provide a rough overview of the 

key issues that emerged.  
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5. Most students believed that the program has a good reputation (95%) and like the project/case- 
study orientation (89%). These numbers are significantly higher than in past surveys.  

 

6. There was only one significant difference between majors and minors.  Students who minored in 
the program were less positive about the statement, “Students in the program help each other 
learn” (p< .05). 
 

7. The words most associated with the department were a) groups, b) projects/presentations, and 
c) certain professor names (see Figure 1 and Appendix 2).  

 

8. Students believed that the best qualities of the program included professors, case studies, group 
projects and relevancy of course work (see Figure 2 and Appendix 2). 

 

9. The major areas of improvement involved a) screening certain students out the program, b) 
improving the curriculum in specific ways, and c) shifting the style or roles of certain instructors. 
Note that the suggestions did not coalesce as strongly as the issues for the other two open-
ended questions. In fact, this particular word cloud provides fewer insights than the other word 
clouds (see Figure 3 and Appendix 2). 
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Table 1 

 (Students graduating with a Communication degree…) 

 

Rank 
2012 
(2006) 

Question Mean* % Agreement 

 
1 

(2) 

Work effectively in teams (q8) 
 

4.62 95.5 

 
2 

(4) 

Are proud of their degree (q11) 4.59 97 

 
3 

(3) 

Are effective problem solvers (q6) 4.56 95.5 

 
4 

(1) 

Are effective oral communicators (q2) 4.54 90.9 

 
6 

(5) 

Are effective synthesizers (q7) 4.52 95.5 

 
6 

(9) 

Are well prepared for careers (q12) 4.42 92.4 

 
7 

(10) 

Are effective visual communicators (q1) 4.41 95.5 

 
8 

(7) 

Behave in legal/ethical manner (q9) 4.37 89.4 

 
9 

(6) 

Are effective written communicators 
(q3) 

4.33 92.4 

 
10 
(8) 

Are effective information managers 
(q4) 

4.26 91.9 

 
11 

(11) 

Are effective researchers (q5) 4.12 84.9 

 
12 

(12) 

Have prepared a professional portfolio 
(q10) 

3.93 71.2 

 

* 1 – 5 scale: 1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree  
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Table 2 

Opinions about the Program 
 

Rank 
2012 
(2006) 

Question 
Mean* 

% Agreement 

 
1 

(3) 

I’m proud to tell my family about my degree (q15) 
4.64 93.9 

 
2 

(1) 

Receive constructive feedback (q20) 
4.57 98.5 

 
3 

(2) 

Professors committed to my success (q19) 
4.51 97 

 
4 

(6) 

I like the project/case-study orientation (q17) 
4.45 89.2 

 
5 

(5) 

The program has a good reputation (q13) 
4.43 94.8 

 
6 

(4) 

The program met my expectations (q14) 
4.41 94.8 

 
7 

(7) 

Students help each other learn (q21) 
4.23 84.4 

 
8 

(8) 

I had a better educational experience than friends 
(q22) 

3.99 72.3 

 
9 

(10) 

I took more difficult classes than other major/minors 
(q16) 

3.71 60 

 
10 
(9) 

The dept. should do a better job screening out 
unqualified students (q18) 

3.6 49.2 

 
11 

(11) 

 

I worry that some students in the program dragged 
down the quality of my degree (q23)  

3.12 36.5 

 

* 1 – 5 scale: 1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree 
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Figure 1 

 

What 3 words immediately come to mind when someone refers to the “UWGB 

Communication Program”? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 
What do you think are the best qualities of the  

Communication Program? 
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Figure 3 

If you were a consultant to the program, what are 3 recommendations you 

would make? 
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Appendix A 

Communication Department 
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay 

The UWGB Communication Department is committed to continuous improvement. Therefore, we are asking 

graduating majors and minors to provide us a candid assessment of the quality of the program by answering the 

following questions. There are no right or wrong answers. Your responses are completely confidential.   

Instructions: Please respond to all items. Indicate your degree of agreement with each statement by checking the 

appropriate box next to each item.  

Students graduating with a 
Communication degree are effective: 

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

1. visual communicators  

     

2. oral communicators  

 
 

    

3. written communicators  
 
 

    

4. information managers 
 
 

    

5. researchers 
 
 

    

6. problem solvers 
 
 

    

7. synthesizers of oral, written, and 
visual communication. 
 

     

  

Students graduating with a 
Communication degree: 

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

8. work effectively in teams. 
 
 

    

9. behave in a legal/ethical manner. 
 
 

    

10. have prepared a professional 
portfolio.  

     

11. are proud of their degree.   
 
 

    

12. are well prepared for their future 
careers.   
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 Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

13. The Communication program has a good 
reputation. 

     

14. The program met my expectations.  
 
 

    

15. I’m proud to tell my friends and family about 
my degree. 

     

16. I took more difficult classes than students with 
other majors/minors. 

     

17. I like the project/case study orientation used in 
many classes.  

     

18. The department should do a better job of 
screening out unqualified students.  

     

19. My professors were committed to making me 
successful.  

     

20. I received a lot of constructive feedback from 
my professors. 

     

21. Students in the program help each other learn.  
    
 

    

22. I had a better educational experience than my 
friends with different majors/minors. 

     

23. I worry that some students in the program 
dragged down the quality of my degree. 

     

 

24. What 3 words immediately come to your mind when someone refers to the “UWGB Communication 

program”? Place your answer in the box below. 

 

 

25. What do you think are the best qualities of the 

Communication program?  

26.  If you were a consultant to the program, what 

are 3 recommendations you would make?  

  

 

28. Which categories best describe you?  Please circle the appropriate answer(s). 
 

Transfer Student (1)            Communication Major (2)                   Communication Minor (3)
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Appendix B 

Responses to Open-Ended Questions 

What 3 words immediately come to your mind when someone refers to the “UWGB Communication 

program”?  

 Group projects, interactive, relevant 

 Lack of continuity (no proper order to classes-seniors end up in low-level classes after completing higher levels 

 Improvement via questions  

 Misunderstood, effective, realistic 

 Problem-solving, social, fun 

 Groups, presentations, deadlines 

 Professional, successful, teamwork  

 Groups, projects, work 

 Speech, electronic media, Fourth Estate 

 Group work, presentation/professional, integrative 

 Problem solver, organize 

 Great program 

 Innovative, applicable, constructive 

 Group, critical thinking, Clampitt Class 

 Disciplined, fun, educational 

 Challenge, work, confidence 

 Cases, team/groups, problem-solving 

 Critical, growth, development 

 Group work, case studies, communication 

 Projects/presentations, strategy/tactics, the “brush-off” major- apparently comm isn’t as important as biology 

or business? Bull-shit!  

 Groups, critical thinking 

 Groups, tired, motivated 

 Effective, difficult, time consuming 

 Tim Meyer, love, actually useful major 

 Presentation, Skills, Visual 

 Phil Clampitt, PowerPoint, group work  

 Groups, projects, Meyer 

 Writing, portfolios, speaking 

 Versatile, educated, successful 

 Public speaking, judgment, research 

 Groups, groups, groups 

 Tim Meyer, group work, Clampitt 

 Tim Meyer, journalism, writing 

 Group work, Tim Meyer, Clampitt 

 Make constant improvements 

 Group projects, insomnia  

 Group projects, cases, professional 
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 Emphasis offered, group projects, case studies 

 Fighting/ lots of feuds 

 Group projects, real-world connections, Phil & Tim (certain professor names) 

 Effective, written, oral 

 Comm majors always have an opinion and talk all the time 

 Groups, strategy, tactics  

 Preparations, training, group work  

 Effective, feedback, continuous improvement 

 Projects, cases, hard work 

 Different emphasis offered  

 Groups, busy, Phil 

 Group work, hands-on, challenging 

 Interactive, experience, quality  

 Dr. Phil Clampitt 

 Information, presentation, approach  

 Group projects, portfolio, writing 

 Effective, written and verbal expression 

 Problem solving, strategic planning, group work  

 Cases, groups, presentations 

 Group, presentations, cases  

 Challenging, rewarding, links learning to life 

 Pride, collaboration, innovative  

 Group projects, hands-on experience  

 Tim Meyer, presentations, group work 

 Real communication experience 

 

What do you think are the best qualities of the Communication program? 

 Dedicated professors, hands-on course work, gain experience for after college (internships, etc.)  

 Teaching staff, dedication of staff, experiences available for students to get real world experience in 

jobs/internships  

 It’s commitment to continuous improvement, it’s flexibility, teamwork among faculty 

 Quality of info, ability to prepare students  

 Feedback, hands-on learning 

 Written work, oral presentations, group work 

 Work in team 

 Learn to work in groups, learn to be public speakers, expected to be more professional than other programs  

 Real-world cases, such as org com with Clampitt 

 Emphasis on working with peers, put into real-world situations and high expectations of professionalism 

 Team work and group projects  

 Easy to communicate with professors  

 Different prof’s and perspectives, an overall mind set of “continuous improvement”  

 I think one of the best qualities of the program is the hand-on experience. It really seems to prepare a person 

for the work world.  

 All the different angles of communication are learned. Must work hard for grades. The feedback provided  
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 Case studies, presentations in class, feedback 

 Case studies, real-life scenarios, teach how to work in groups  

 The workload  

 Case studies, professors, requirement of internship 

 Learning to think strategically/tactically, constant presentations-doesn’t seem like such a big deal anymore, 

“So what,”usually no Monday/Friday classes!   

 Group work gives a real world feel and makes students think about real-world situations  

 Groups projects, variety of work, Tim Meyer 

 Professors work in the field and teach me what they know about the field and they remain current in extreme 

knowledge that is useful to me  

 Real world experience, professors teach you things you can use in real life  

 They teach us to work in a variety of job fields and with individuals and under different pressures 

 Group work was helpful, I liked giving presentations  

 The staff is very qualified and good, very approachable  

 The professors 

 Professor/student relationship  

 Smaller class sizes, written skills  

 Lots of group work and presentations  

 Group work and cases  

 How diverse it is. It is an extremely versatile degree and graduates can do into so many careers with this 

degree.  

 Learning to work with others, Tim Meyer was great to work with, choices of classes  

 Group work that allows you to interact with many types of people to work toward common goals  

 Group work/projects, constructive feedback and continuous improvements, the faculty and students  

 Working collaboratively with others, caring professors, building a portfolio  

 Group projects, professors  

 The teachers and the quality of teaching  

 Real-world cases/studies, internship/job connections for the most part, upper level courses, covering 

communications as a whole  

 The use of case studies, the feedback on written work, teaches real-life situations, professors truly care about 

students  

 The professors’ infinite knowledge  

 Some really great COMM teachers  

 Cases, cases, and more cases, this is one thing a book cannot teach  

 I like the projects because I feel I learn a lot from them. I also liked all of the teachers  

 Case studies/real life situations, preparation for real world, working in groups, learn to work with different 

kinds of people/personalities  

 Actually different, fighting “communication is an easy major” stereotype, internship/job opportunities  

 Professors, well some of them  

 It’s a challenging real-world experience that pushes me to be the best possible  

 Case studies, presentations  

 Information gathering  

 Emphasis on effective speaking, emphasis on group work/cooperation/presentations, real-world 

applications/CASES 

 Real simulations of presentations, real simulations of expected application of job responsibilities, practical 

learning of communication technologies  
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 Bringing real-life situations to the classroom, encouraging a critical thinking mindset, having different areas of 

emphasis within the program 

 There are so many options, the different tracks are nice, it’s easy to design your own program and switch out 

classes  

 Handling real-life situations in the classroom, ability to personalize the major, different emphases, 

substitutions for writing instead of feature writing  

 Lots of continuous improves ideas, very challenging, professors are all very helpful 

 The professors are fantastic and the class work is relevant to what I currently do every day in my career. I am 

extremely grateful for my professors who I feel did a great job preparing me for success.  

 Most professors really care about our education, the group projects and hands-on experience were very 

helpful 

 The way if prepares me for any field of work  

 The projects that give “real-world” experience. They are one of the most valuable tools in the workplace. 

 

If you were a consultant to the program, what are three recommendations you would make? 

 Guest lectures, decrease amount of group work, increase difficulty of program acceptance 

 Photo should be an emphasis in the art program-because COMM-does nothing to promote/support/ teach 

photo, should have photo classes directly related to journalism, the art dept/ COMM dept should work 

together more effectively- COMM photo students shouldn’t have to pick up art minor to get into photo classes 

(they are photo emphasis!)  

 Make some courses mandatory before others (i.e., Small Group course before student can take COMM 200-

300), continue your best qualities, incorporate more professional portfolios  

 Advertise the qualities gained, be more exclusive, have a student consulting board  

 More social media emphasis, more time spent on online COMM, more emphasis on visual design-working with 

graphic designs  

 Screen students better, evaluation forms by students, pointless lectures  

 Weed out some students, more P.R. classes, more technology like website creations  

 Ease students into the group work because it’s a lot  

 Promote Phlash and $E more, push students harder, more tests 

 That the student be open and willing to work with others and the professors  

 Pick a proper candidate to run COMM department replacing Meyers!  

 A couple classes don’t have the lasting effect as others-mass COMM for example, more emphasis on delivering 

tough news-ie: booting a group member, I like the test formats in Clampitt classes  

 Help with portfolio building… we have a lot of good projects and info to put in but something to help guide. 

Have equal amounts of group/individual projects  

 Group work (student not working), a class that focuses on presentations (creation/slides words), more 

portfolio creation ideas  

 Some classes (COMM 200) could be internet based, more projects fewer tests, have all professors give 

personalized critical feedback  

 More involved with real businesses, some busy work not needed  

 More hands on classes in the electronic media emphasis-I really enjoy Television Production class-need more 

classes like that  

 Less 3 hour late night classes, make it so all COMM students have to take a Clampitt class-seriously!  
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 Remove Vicki Goff, lost my interest in receiving a journalism degree because of her. I did very little work in her 

classes and received A’s. Smaller Classes, Professor Garcia did a fantastic job with a class of 10 students; most 

helpful and informative class I’ve ever had. Figure out a way to keep Tim Meyer. He is an excellent advisor and 

I learned tons from him.  

 Weed out more unqualified students, be wary of group work, and be more careful in how groups are formed 

as group work is a large part of grades. !Viva la Meyer!  

 I actually wish that gen ed requirements would be more like COMM classes because it more hands on and 

they go over the material better. Only recommendation would be to have more projects and less tests, 

because I feel that everyone can learn better from the paper or project vs tests  

 More classes should count towards writing emphasis, some COMM classes should count towards gen ed, all 

students should take Bus COMM -learning to write a resume was super helpful 

 I would make students focus more on the visual construction of power points and presentations, focus more 

on real world cases and studies, and be tougher on students who aren’t putting forward the effort  

 Offer more class selections, some courses are only offered fall or spring with only one class period. Extremely 

frustrating More chances to cross paths with other degree programs, don’t push agenda so much, 100 facts 

are inflated numbers and waste of time  

 Take classes with certain professors, stay focused, pick groups wisely  

 Need more options  

 More modern equipment, more new media classes  

 Add more specific course to area of emphasis  

 Take Clampitt, go to class, actually TRY and learn and don’t just try to pass  

 Don’t be afraid of writing, work hard and get continuous feedback, take classes that are not necessarily for 

your emphasis  

 Some more individual work, more public relations class  

 Finish work assigned, ask questions, always think “so what”  

 Give a heads up about the commitment from group work, promote work that can be used in portfolios, have a 

fund we can use to print off work  

 More PR emphasis classes-there are two, one day in each class for just a group work day  

 In upper classes do more with cases! More in class discussions about reading than just having lectures  

 Change Phil’s role, loose Phil, More emphasize on radio/tele  

 Lower level classes, more PR curriculum-PRSSA??  so sad we can’t have it because of curriculum, more 

classes to choose from   

 I do like group work but not in every single class! I know group work will be in my job but I won’t have 3 group 

projects and 2 other classes and part time job as well, so time will be more easily managed in careers  

 Better ad hoc teachers, help others understand COMM that are not comm majors  

 More classes-make a master’s program  

 More time for projects , less lecture, more group time, more time for papers  

 Have online classes be more than just read the chapter and take a quiz but if have online projects allow a good 

amount of time to work on project instead of a week to do it because again it is an online class-less time to 

work on it then if in class  

 Fewer “once a week” classes, especially for upper level (They’re killing me!!) Myers Briggs class?, screen out 

unqualified students.  

 More involved in community, more case studies  

 More work on creating/synthesizing a portfolio, everyone should have to take interviewing, incorporating 

social media strategy  

 Remove students who don’t perform, allow for some individual projects, make sure fresh dry erase markers 

are available in every lecture  
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 Group management improvement, students participation  

 Coordination between prof’s regarding group projects/due times, more individual attention, more emphasis 

on building portfolios  

 Try to include new models and techniques earlier for presentations that will be needing to use them, have 

presentations available before class for student to present, different programs get different ideas from 

previous classes. Make sure to explain formats desired to prevent confusion  

 Technology classes a requirement, continue to do case studies/presentations, more constructive feedback in 

all areas of major  

 Many of the COMM professors are “high on themselves” their egos certainly run wild. Many lower classes 

almost seem pointless. Its smooth sailing until JR year and then it’s like hitting a wall  

 More classes set up with real world experiences, more public relations focused classes, some classes are 

taught in an unconventional way. Which was okay but it made me feel like I was in high school again. Raising 

hands to be quiet. Ex: conflict management with Adolfo  

 Take a Phil class, take a variety of in class and online classes to get both experiences, challenge yourself and 

try something you think you may not be able to  

 Bring in post-grads to talk to classed about how they use what they learned in the program in their careers to 

encourage students to take the material seriously. Incorporate more social media information into classes. 

Specifically, safety, professionalism and how businesses are using social media. Many new careers will require 

social media coordination skills. Continue the project/case study assignments. These helped prepare me to be 

able to plan and speak successfully to our executive team at conferences and in group facilitation situations. I 

get compliments on numerous occasions on how well I speak in public and how well I can communicate my 

thoughts both orally and written.  

 More emphasis needed on the technological and social media side of communication (iMovie, web casts, 

Indesign, Photoshop, etc). I fear for future students in this program if the rumors about who will take over 

Tim’s job are true. No all professors care as much as Tim and Phil and that are a shame. All professors are not 

on the same page as far as expectations and course content. (Adolfo’s courses are a waste of time)  

 More real life cases coupled with learning how they impact, Less Garcia’s style, must take 100, 200, 300, 400 in 

order  

 Screening of students qualifications, Educators with real work experiences, Educators who truly want to make 

a different by teaching and learning. Having educators who have worked in a real business environment is vital 

to teaching any type of communications course. They are aware of the many issues that arise from 

miscommunication and have experienced it firsthand, not just from case studies. In today’s business 

environment decisions must be made quickly and with accuracy there is not time to have multiple meetings 

and discuss the options - employers want results, not more options. I experienced one professor who was 

purely an academic and he could not truly relate many communication theories to everyday business issues. 

As an adult student with many years in the business environment. It was frustrating to me, as well as other 

students, when we only case studies were used with the curriculum. This same professor did not treat 

students with respect and often was working on another project or just did not pay attention when students 

were giving presentations. All other professors and lecturers ALWAYS give their attention to the presentation 

and offered praise as well as constructive criticism.   

 

 


